Mobile agents have a number of interesting features such as creation, disposal of agents, execution of services at various network nodes, migration to other network nodes and communication with other agents. Such features are related to the performance area. Based on some examples, scenarios, or case studies, Petri net models (ordinary Petri net, colored Petri net or predicate/transition net), mathematical models,simulationmodelsandqueuingmodelshavebeendevelopedintheliterature.Suchresearchworks concentrate on studying the performance of mobile agent networks with much attention on deadlock problems, dynamic behavior problems and the calculation of response time problems. In order to better understand how to design distributed systems using the mobile agent paradigm and how to build a model with the capability of studying all such performance problems in an easy and a realistic way, we propose a new mobile agent performance model using the capability of the generalized stochastic Petri net (GSPN) modeling technique. We amended this model with new mobile agent behaviors to fully describe the dynamic behavior of the mobile agent network when it manipulates parallel/multiple agents, and uses some of the most important agent communications (e.g. remote, local, direct, indirect and parallel). Furthermore, the proposed model describes the creation process of new agents during the migration process, the execution of tasks among the network nodes, the way of handling the agent and its service task ateachnodeandtheinteractionofagroupofagents(asacollectiveresultofthebehaviorsofeachindividual agent). To the best of our knowledge, such aspects are not included into one model because it is difficult to describe all these aspects into one model. Therefore, the developedGSPN mobile modelgivesthe facilityto study the performance of mobile agent networks with more details. In the performance analysis, we developfour studies to investigatetheeffect of differentparameters suchas agent communication time, size ofmobileagent,numberofmobileagentsandnumberofhops ontheperformanceofmobileagentnetworks. Byperformanceofmobileagentnetworks,wemeantheresponsetimeoftheuser'srequest.Tothebestofour knowledge, such four performance studies are not investigated previously by the GSPN modeling technique. Finally, we propose a reduction-modeling methodology to facilitate the modeling process of the practical mobile agent network that incorporates a large number of network nodes, a large number of users,andsubsequentlyalargenumberofparallel/multipleagents.Suchmethodologyreducestheoriginal model to a simpler one while preserving the basic features and properties of the original model.
1. INTRODUCTION
Background
One of the major benefits of the distributed computing environment is the ability to break problems up into smaller subproblems and solve those subproblems in parallel.environment by breaking an agent's high-level goal into tasks that can be executed in parallel. In such network, the resources are distributed among different nodes. The concept of breaking a program up into subprograms fits nicely with this network because each subprogram that needs to exploit a resource can be capsulated into a separate, independent task. By this concept, we reduce the complexity in the implementation of distributed networks. The resources available at a particular node are determined by the application requirements. A large number of commercial agent networks are available or are currently under development. Examples are Telescript, Agent Tel, Ara, Aglets Workbench, Voyager, Adysee and Mecca [1, 2] .
In the context of this research, a mobile agent is a program that autonomously migrates from node to node in a heterogeneous network and interacts with services at each node to perform some desired task on behalf of the user's request. An agent can, under its own control, suspend its execution, migrate to a new node and continue execution at the new node from the point it left off. This concept is particularly beneficial when dealing with large datasets, or when the exact sequence of service provision is not known in advance and dependent on the order in which processing is performed. Hence, in a network involving mobile agents, the agent can visit a number of nodes, which offer part of the complete service required by the agent. The agent does not need to know the complete itinerary in advance, and may change its routing way based on information gathered at intermediate nodes. This aspect gives the mobile agents the autonomy to make decisions based on interactions with local nodes as they move from one node to another, and negotiate services with nodes as they travel across a communication network [3, 4, 5] .
Use of agents and agent's mobility in operation and management of mobile agent networks offers important advantages because of the network load reduction, increased asynchrony between the communicating entities and higher concurrency. Global end-to-end interactions are replaced by local interactions on a node visited by a mobile agent. Thus, the need for long reliable connections is reduced; bandwidth requirements are lower and repeated interactions less frequent [4, 5] .
In this research, the mobile agent network consists of a multi-agent system, a set of processing nodes in which the agents perform services and to which the users are connected, and a network that connects the processing nodes [6, 7] . The users interact with the mobile agent network by requesting the services. Each user request activates a set of parallel/multiple agents with a set of service tasks that corresponds to the user's request. In such network, parallel/multiple agents cooperate, communicate and migrate among the processing nodes for performing the required services on behalf of the user's request.
Related work
Various techniques for modeling mobile agent systems exist, such as Petri net (PN), simulation, mathematical and queuing network techniques. In [8] , different scenarios for studying the performance of mobile agent systems based on the generalized stochastic Petri net (GSPN) technique are proposed. Such scenarios are translated to a PN model for agent arrival/ departure, a PN model for agent-host interaction, and a PN model for agent interaction. These models are combined to study the performance of mobile agent systems from the viewpoint of studying the bottlenecks that can occur within an agent-agent or an agent-host environment. Finally, without any performance analysis, colored PN is used to describe how to fold such models into one model. In [9] , a class of PNs called workflow net is used to model the behavior of an agent as a business process. Based on two scenarios, workflow performance models are proposed to study how the agents can operate in real business environment without deadlock problems. In [10, 11] , the workflow nets have been used to model the mobile agent itineraries through some examples. In [12] , the PN formalism is used to show how the PN model can be used for analyzing the agent behaviors under some number of protocols. In [13] , the Predicate/Transition net (PrT-net), as a high-level formalism of PNs, is used for modeling the multi-agent behaviors from the viewpoint of parallel operations among agents. To study and analyze the properties (e.g. liveness, deadlock freedom) of the developed model, the reachability analysis of the PrT model is performed. In [14] , the mobile discrete event system specification (MDEVS) formalism is proposed to represent the dynamic behaviors of mobile agent systems. The MDEVS formalism studies the basic functionality of mobile agents such as creation, disposal of agents, migration to other hosts and communication with other agents. The execution environments of mobile agents actually perform these functions when receiving requests from agents.
In [7] , a simulation approach is used to develop a performance model for the mobile agent network. Such network is abstracted as a multi-agent system, and a set of processing nodes connected by a communication network. The response time (i.e. the interval time between acquiring the request and producing the response) is proposed as a performance measure for the mobile agent networks. A queuing modeling technique [6] , and both simulation and queuing modeling techniques [2] are used to model the mobile agent network that incorporates parallel communicating agents, a set of processing nodes in which the agents perform services, and a network that connects processing nodes. Through a case study, the response time is proposed as a performance measure for the mobile agent networks. In [15] , a case study based on Sensor network is proposed to evaluate the performance of the client/server system and the mobile agent system. In the sensor network, 686 S. M. Koriem a sensor node is composed of four units: a sensing unit, a processing unit, a communication unit and a power unit. Among these units, communications and sensing consume most of energy. Through both simulation and analytical modeling techniques, the execution time (i.e. time spent to finish processing a task) and the energy consumption (i.e. energy consumed to transfer the data among the sensor nodes) are proposed as performance metrics for the sensor network.
The above-mentioned survey can be concluded as follows. Based on some examples, scenarios, or case studies, performance PN models [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17] , performance mathematical models [15] , performance simulation models [2, 7, 14] and performance queuing models [2, 6] have been developed. Such research works concentrate on studying the performance of mobile agent networks with much attention on deadlock problems, dynamic behavior problems and the calculation of response time problems. Since the mobile agent system is currently under development, these research works have built their studies based on abstract configuration for the mobile agent network.
Based on our survey, a mobile agent being a new programming paradigm, but building real-world distributed computing environments using mobile agents is not yet well understood. Some researchers have also seen the need for better understanding the behaviors of distributed systems, but work in analysis of design and behavior of distributed systems implemented with mobile agent is still lacking. Other researchers have also seen the need for developing models to aid in the design of mobile agent networks, yet currently there is a lack of such models.
In order to better understand how to design systems using the mobile agent paradigm and how to build a model with the capability of studying all the above-mentioned performance problems in a realistic way, we propose a new mobile agent performance model using the capability of the GSPN modeling technique. We amended this model with new mobile agent behaviors to fully describe the dynamic behavior of the mobile agent network when it manipulates parallel agents, and uses some of the most important agent communications (e.g. local, direct, indirect and parallel). Furthermore, the proposed model describes the creation process of new agents during the migration process, the execution of tasks among the network nodes, the way of handling the agent and its service task at each node, and the interaction of a group of agents (as a collective result of the behaviors of each individual agent). To the best of our knowledge, such aspects are not included into one model because it is difficult to describe all these aspects into one model. In this context, we propose a reductionmodeling methodology to facilitate the modeling process of the practical mobile agent network that incorporates a large number of network nodes, a large number of users, and subsequently a large number of parallel/multiple agents. Such methodology reduces the original model to a simpler one.
Finally, we give a realistic performance picture for the mobile agent networks throughout four performance studies. Such studies investigate the effect of agent communication time, size of agent packet, number of mobile agents and number of hops on the response time of the user's request. To the best of our knowledge, such four performance studies are not performed previously by PN modeling technique.
GSPN modeling technique
Petri theory provides a means for modeling and graphically representing the behavior of systems exhibiting concurrency, synchronization and conflicts. The graphical nature of PN models helps to easily visualize complex computing systems. The reachability graph can be automatically generated from the PN model and it can be used to solve the equivalent Markov chain. This mechanism frees the modeler from having to account all possible states of a system painstakingly. Furthermore, incremental changes to a PN model are done simply by adding (or removing) tokens, places and/or transitions. On the other hand, a completely different analysis needs to be performed even when minor changes to a Markov chain model need to be carried out.
To analyze and model parallel/distributed architectures, the ordinary PN models have been extended to stochastic PNs (SPNs) [18] and generalized SPNs (GSPNs) [19] . The current GSPN form attempts to reach a tradeoff between modeling power in terms of what a modeler can easily express using the basic formalism and analysis power in terms of the possibility of implementing efficient modeling support and analysis algorithms. Indeed, the use of the GSPN modeling technique is supported by the GreatSPN [18] , EasySPN [20] and SPNP [19] software tools. These packages incorporate efficient algorithms for verifying the correctness of building the PN structure of the developed model, for creating the Markov chain of the developed model and for calculating the basic performance measures that can be used to evaluate the developed model.
Formal definition of GSPN
A GSPN is formally defined [21, 22] as a six tuple: GSPN ¼ (P, T, A, M 0 , W, R) where P ¼ {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p np } is the set of places; T ¼ {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t nt } is the set of transitions; A : A {P · T} [ {T · P} is the set of arcs;
. . , m(p np )} is the initial marking (state) of a net; where m(p i ) denotes the number of tokens in place p i ; W : A ! {1,2,3,. . .} is a weight function which assigns a positive integer 'weight' to each arc in the net; R ¼ {l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l nt } is the set of marking-dependent firing rates associated with the transitions.
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Attributes of the GSPNs
The set of transitions T is partitioned into two sets: (i) T m is the set of immediate transitions; and (ii) T e is the set of timed transitions. Immediate transitions are generally drawn as thin bars. Timed transitions are generally drawn as thick bars. Each t m 2 T m has zero firing time. Each t e 2 T e has an exponentially distributed firing time with rate l; l 2 R. The resolution of conflicts among immediate transitions is solved by means of weights that are associated with immediate transitions. Let w m 2 W denote the weight associated with immediate transition t m 2 T m , the marking M j denotes the enabled immediate transitions and E(M j ) denotes the set of enabled transitions. The probability that a transition t m 2 T m is selected to fire in the marking M j can be calculated as follows:
If the set of enabled transitions E(M j ) comprises only timed transitions, the enabled timed transition t k 2 T e fires with probability
where l k denotes the firing rate of the timed transition t k 2 T e . If E(M j ) comprises both timed and immediate transitions, only immediate transition can fire. The details of the GSPN firing rules have been presented in [18, 19, 20, 21, 22 ].
Analysis of GSPNs
The distribution of tokens among the places of the GSPN model defines the net's marking (or state). The set of GSPN arcs defines a flow relation for tokens traversing the graph according to predefined firing rules. We describe the GSPN's dynamic behavior in terms of transition firings that perform state changes. We denote a net's state using the marking vector M 0 ¼ {m(p 1 ), m(p 2 ), . . . , m(p np )}, with the number of tokens that can be assigned to each place p i 2 P. The initial marking (state) M 0 , together with the net structure and the firing rule, define the state space of the GSPN model. The reachability set of the GSPN model is defined as the set of all markings reachable through any legal firing sequences of transitions, starting from the initial marking M 0 . In the reachability set of the GSPN model, a marking in which immediate transitions are enabled is known as a vanishing marking. A marking in which only the timed transitions are enabled is known as a tangible marking. Vanishing states have sojourn times which are zero (because the GSPN does not spend time in it), while tangible states have exponentially distributed sojourn times.
The reachability set of the bounded GSPN model is isomorphic to a finite Markov chain. Since the GSPN model contains immediate transitions and timed transitions, the GSPN generates an embedded Markov chain (EMC). Reduction of the state space is achieved by discarding vanishing markings that correspond to some intermediate states in which the system spends zero amount of time. In this case, the obtained Markov chain contains the tangible states only. We call such Markov chain a reduced EMC (REMC). Thus, the stationary probability distribution of REMC states can be calculated by solving the linear system:
In this equation, the matrix Q denotes the transition probability matrix of the REMC of the GSPN model, n denotes the number of all tangible states of the GSPN model and Y denotes the stationary probability distribution of REMC states. 
k¼1 y k soj k From the steady state probability distribution of m states p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p m , it is possible to find the required performance metrics of the modeled system. These GSPN solution mechanisms have been automated in the available GSPN packages: GreatSPN [18] , SPNP [19] and EasySPN [20] . In our analysis, we use the SPNP package [19] . In this section, we have illustrated the important problems that must be solved in the modeling process of mobile agent networks [2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15] . In other words, to obtain a realistic mobile agent model, the mechanism of solving these problems must be incorporated into the developed model. Due to these reasons, we have chosen the GSPN as a powerful modeling technique that has the capability of describing the most important features of the mobile agent network in an easy and a realistic way. Compared with simulation or queuing network modeling technique, the GSPN is a graphical and mathematical modeling tool applicable to model such real network. As a graphical tool, the GSPN have been used to describe the dynamic behavior of the mobile agent network such as agent aspects, agent communication types, agent migrations, operations at network nodes and the interaction among the network nodes. As a mathematical tool, the dynamic behavior of the mobile agent network can be described in terms of system states and their changes. The flow of tokens in the model changes the states of the developed model. From these states, the Markov chain can be constructed, and solved to obtain the required performance measures of the developed model.
Paper organization
In Section 2, we describe the basic structure of the mobile agent network. In Section 3, we explain some of the most important agent communications that can occur in the real mobile agent network. In Section 4, we explain an application model of the mobile multi-agent network. In Section 5, we propose a mobile agent performance model using the GSPN modeling technique to illustrate the mechanism of designing, analyzing and evaluating of the mobile agent network. In Section 6, we propose a reduction modeling methodology to reduce the original GSPN model to a simpler one. In Section 7, we study and analyze the performance of mobile agent networks. Section 8 concludes our research work.
ARCHITECTURE OF THE MOBILE MULTI-AGENT NETWORK
Several architectures and configurations for mobile agent networks have been proposed and utilized such as Telescript, Agent Tel, Ara, Aglets Workbench, Voyager, Adysee and Mecca [1, 2] . The main objective of our work is to develop a modeling framework that has the capability of describing, analyzing and studying such architectures (or new one) in an easy and accurate way. Therefore, we have adopted the basic mobile agent network aspects of such architectures in the distributed mobile multi-agent network shown in Figure 1 . This figure helps to generalize the configuration of the mobile agent network and subsequently the performance analysis of such network. The architecture shown in Figure 1 can be described by the triple {A, S, N }, where A is a multi-agent system consisting of cooperating and communicating mobile agents; S ¼ {node-S 1 , node-S 2 , . . . , node-S m } is the set of processing nodes at which the agents perform services; and N is the network that connects the processing nodes. From the practical viewpoint, this architecture consists of two parts: processing part and communication part. The set of nodes S represents the processing part that executes the services of the desired agents. Such agents are corresponding to the user's request. The communication part is represented by a network topology N that connects the nodes and provides agent migration. Performance Models: Development, Analysis and Evaluation 689 Agent migration is defined by the flows among the network nodes.
The multi-agent system can be described by A ¼ {agent-1, agent-2, . . . , agent-k}, where agent-k ¼ {name-k, address-k, service-k}. In this definition name-k is the unique agent identification, address-k is the agent's location (i.e. actual node address that serves the agent request) and service-k is the service that was requested by the agent and the partial result of such service. In fact, each agent performs a set of tasks. These tasks represent the services requested by the user. Service types of the tasks (e.g. search in the available node database, execute some operations on the local node resources) determine the migration process of the agent. Each task is only executed at the node(s) that serves its service type(s). An agent-k can execute one or more task. Thus, the service provided by the agent-k comprises n tasks as follows:
In the following example, we explain the relation among, user's request, agent, node, service and task. Assume a user-U requests some services from the network such as searching about specific information in node-S x database and transferring the results to node-S Y to execute some operations. In this case, the network generates an agent-k with two service tasks: Task-1 to perform the first service on node-S x and Task-2 to perform the second service on node-S Y . In other words, an agent-k migrates with its service Task-1 to node-S x , and then it migrates with its service Task-2 to node-S Y . Finally, an agent-k returns with all results to user-U.
To organize multiple users' requests to be performed in sequence or in parallel by multiple agents, we use the masterslave pattern [2] . The master-slave pattern defines a scheme whereby agents (termed masters or managers) create other agents (termed slaves) and delegate tasks (for executing the required services) to them. The idea of the master-slave pattern can be illustrated as follows. A user interacts with the mobile multi-agent network by requesting services at the originator (or dispatcher) node-S i (nearest node to the user). Inside node-S i , the agent manager handles the required services locally or creates a set of slave agents and sends them to the destination network nodes. After slave agents reach the destination remote nodes, communication and parallel processing will be handled among these agents to accomplish the user's request. The agent manager at the originator node waits the results from all slave agents. After tasks are finished, slave agents will return with the possible results of the user's request to the master agent at the originator node. Then, the agent manager reports the results to the requested user. Figure 2 describes the agent manager model and the slave agent model at the originator node. As shown in Figure 2 , the agent manager model consists of task module and communication module. Also, the way of creating the slave agents and their service tasks at the originator node is described. Figure 3 describes how the remote node can handle the received agent. Furthermore, Figure 3 describes how the slave agent executes its task at the destination remote node.
TYPES OF AGENT COMMUNICATIONS
In the following, we define some of the interactions that can occur among the agents in the real mobile multi-agent network.
A master (manager) agent-M at the dispatcher node creates a number of slave agents with their tasks according to the services requested by the user. Both the slave agent-A with its service Task-A i and the slave agent-B with its service Task-B j can perform dependent tasks. We assume that a start of Task-B j depends on the result of Task-A i . When agent-A completes Task-A i , it starts to communicate with agent-B to execute Task-B j . The slave agent-A can create and start a new agent-T. Agent-T may execute delegated task or merely transports the results to the selected node. Such created agent is called transport agent. If a salve agent-A wishes to report a possibly intermediate result back to the master agent, it can send the results by a transport agent-T while continuing its current task. The slave agent-A can create and start a new agent-FS. It is not a slave agent. Agent-FS is called File Searcher agent. It is an agent-based application that searches for files in a remote database. A master agent-M at the dispatcher node creates a merge agent-G. The merge agent is not a slave agent. Agent-G resides at the dispatcher node. When the slave agents return their results to the dispatcher node, the agent-G collects these results and reports them to the master agent-M. Subsequently, agent-M reports the results to the requested user. A master agent-M at the dispatcher node can create a status agent-S. A status agent-S is not a slave agent. The master agent-A can send agent-S to a single remote node-S i 2 S for checking the status of node-S i (e.g. busy or free) and the service type of the current agent if any. The master agent-M at the dispatcher node can create a set of parallel slave agents (for example, agent-A and agent-B) with a set of mutually independent tasks (for example, Task-A i and Task-B j ) that correspond to the user's request. In this example, a manager agent sends both agent-A and agent-B in parallel to node-S i and node-S j , respectively. At these nodes, the agents work in parallel. After they complete their services, they return with the results to the dispatcher node or continue their services at other nodes.
In order to accurately study and analyze the behaviors of the mobile multi-agent network, we model the network 690 S. M. Koriem when it incorporates the following types of agent communications. They are some of the most important agent communications that can occur in the practical mobile multi-agent networks [2, 6] .
Direct agent communication
It describes the local communication between the agents that execute dependent tasks. Example, assume agent-A executes task at node-S i , and agent-B executes task at node-S j . Also, agent-A waits at node-S i to submit its results to agent-B. In this case, when agent-B arrives at node-S i , it communicates directly with agent-A.
Indirect agent communication
It describes the indirect communication between agent-A at node-S i and agent-B at node S j . When the transmission from Performance Models: Development, Analysis and Evaluation 691 agent-A at node-S i to agent-B at node-S j fails and agent-A needs to execute its next service task at the next remote node-S K , agent-A creates a transport agent-T to carry its results to agent-B at node-S j . At node-S j , the transport agent-T communicates directly with agent-B. This aspect means agent-A performs indirect communication with agent-B. It is interesting to note that the mechanism of the indirect agent communication can be used to describe other cases such as the system needs to reduce the agent migration in regular situations. In our models, we concentrate our attention on the explanation case.
Remote agent communication
It allows the communication between the agents placed at different remote nodes. Example, assume agent-A executes Task-A 1 at node-S i , and agent-B executes Task-B 1 at the remote node-S j . Such agents can exchange the results between them.
Parallel agent communication
It gives a node-S i the flexibility to send two or more agents (for example, agent-A and agent-B) to some remote nodes (for example, node-S i , and node-S j , respectively) in parallel. Figure 5 describes the mechanism of moving the mobile agents from the dispatcher node (Figure 2 ) to the destination remote nodes (Figure 3 ) based on the structure of the mobile agent network shown in Figure 4 . As shown in Figure 5 , the mobile multi-agent network consists of the dispatcher node (node-S O ) and the remote nodes: node-S X , node-S Y , node-S Z , node-S V , node-S W , node-S K , node-S N , node-S M and node-S R . Such configuration will help us to describe the execution of tasks at different remote nodes, and the mechanism of performing the various agent communications that can occur among the network nodes. Figure 5 illustrates these aspects as follows. A user U sends his request to the dispatcher node-S O . Then, the master agent-M at node-S O creates two parallel slave agents, agent-A and agent-B, and sets the required tasks as follows. Agent-B should execute Task-B 1 and Task-B 2 . Agent-A should execute Task-A 1 , Task-A 2 , Task-A 3 , Task-A 4 , Task-A 5 , Task-A 6 and Task-A 7 . In Figure 5 , Task-B 1 and Task-B 2 should be executed at node-S V and node-S W respectively. Task-A 1 , Task-A 2 , Task-A 3 , Task-A 4 , Task-A 5 , Task-A 6 and Task-A 7 should be executed at node-S X , node-S Y , node-S Z , node-S K , node-S M , node-S N and node-S R respectively.
AN APPLICATION MODEL OF MULTI-AGENT NETWOTK
After successful remote communication, the slave agent-A migrates to node-S X where its first service Task-A 1 should be executed (step 2b in Figure 5 ). In parallel, the slave agent-B migrates to node-S V where its first service Task-B 1 should be executed (step 2a in Figure 5 ). When the execution of agent-A finished, agent-A tries to communicate remotely with node-S Y . After successful remote communication, agent-A migrates with its results to node-S Y (step 3 in Figure 5 ). At node-S Y , agent-A executes its next service Task-A 2 . Through these processes, node-S O sends the status agent-S to node-S Y to check the status (busy or free) of node-S Y (step 4 in Figure 5 ). After detection the status of node-S Y , agent-S returns to node-S O (step 5 in Figure 5 ). In this case, agent-S submits its report to the master agent-M of node-S Y and dies. When the execution of agent-A finished at node-S Y , agent-A tries to communicate remotely with node-S Z . After successful remote communication, agent-A migrates with its results to node-S Z (step 6 in Figure 5 ).
At node-S Z , Agent-A executes its service Task-A 3 . After completing its execution, agent-A can do one of the following three actions. For example, see steps 7-9 in Figure 5 .
be arrived (step 8a in Figure 5 ). At node-S W , agent-A will wait for agent-B to submit the required data to agent-B. After agent-B completing the required part of Task-B 1 that does not depend on the data of agent-A, it migrates to node-W (step 10 in Figure 5 ). At node-S W , direct (local) agent communication occurs between agent-B (Task-B 1 ) and agent-A (full results). After agent-B completing its service, it starts to execute its next service Task-B 2 at node-S W . When agent-B completing its service, it migrates with its full results to node-S O (step 11a in Figure 5 ). Case-III. Task-A 3 is not the last service for agent-A at the network and agent-B needs the result of Task-A 3 to complete its service Task-B 1 at node-S V . In the same situation, assume the remote communication of agent-A with node-S V has failed (step 9 in Figure 5 ). Then, agent-A decides two parallel actions. Agent-A performs indirect remote communication with node-S V by creating the transport agent-T (step 9a in Figure 5 ). Agent-T will carry the result of Task-A 3 to agent-B at node-S V . In the same time, agent-A performs remote communication with node-S K to execute its next service Task-A 4 (step 9b in Figure 5 ).
When the remote communication of agent-T with node-S V is successful, the transport agent-T migrates to node-S V (step 9a in Figure 5 ). At node-S V , direct (local) agent communication occurs between agent-B (Task-B 1 ) and transport agent-T (results of Task-A 3 ). After such dependent operation has finished, the agent-B performs remote communication process with node-S W to execute its next service Task-B 2 . After successful remote communication, agent-B migrates to node-S W . At node-S W , agent-B executes its service Task-B 2 . After agent-B completing its service, agent-B performs remote communication with node-S O . After successful remote communication, agent-B with its full results migrates to node-S O (step 11b in Figure 5 ). In Figure 5 , step 11c describes the case of agent-B when it performs Task-B 1 at node-V and subsequently Task-B 2 at node-W.
When the remote communication of agent-A with node-S K is successful, agent-A migrates to node-S K (step 12 in Figure 5 ). At node-S K , agent-A executes its service Task-A 4 . We assume the next service for agent-A requiring parallel searching for files in remote database. In this case, agent-A creates two file searcher agents: agent-FS 1 and agent-FS 2 . Agent-A sends (in parallel) both agent-FS 1 with Task-A 5 and agent-FS 2 with Task-A 6 to node-S M and node-S N respectively. See steps 13a and 13b in Figure 5 . Through these processes, agent-A migrates to node-S R to receive the results from the file searching agents (step 13c in Figure 5 ). After any one of them is finished, it will migrate to node-S R (step 14 or 15 in Figure 5 ). At node-S R , agent-FS 1 and agent-FS 2 submit their searching results to agent-A. In this case, agent-A studies these searching results and takes its decision. This study represents the execution of the service Task-A 7 . Finally, we assume this service is the last one for agent-A at the network. Thus, agent-A with its full results (obtained from nodes X, Y, Z, V/W, K, N/M and R) migrates to node-S O (step 16 in Figure 5 ).
MOBILE MULTI-AGENT PERFORMANCE MODEL
To illustrate the mechanism of designing, analyzing and evaluating of mobile multi-agent networks, we use the GSPN modeling technique to develop a mobile multi-agent performance model. The way of building the proposed model supports new mobile agent behaviors to fully describe the exchange of data among the agents, the execution processes of each individual agent and its service task at the remote node, and the communication processes that can occur among the agents such as direct, indirect, remote and parallel agent communications. Behavior modeling of the mobile multi-agent network is viewed at three levels: the originator node level, the remote node level and the network level. Network level describes a system-wide view of all nodes in the network. Originator node level describes a view of creating the slave agents and their service tasks at the originator node. Remote node level describes a view of interactions of agents or a singular view of each individual agent at the remote node. Based on Figures 2 and 5 , the GSPN model shown in Figure 6 describes the submission process of each user request to the network as well as the creation processes of the corresponding slave agents and their service tasks at the originator node-S O . In Figure 6 , we use random variables to model the times associated with the timed transitions, as they cannot be predefined. In other words, the execution time of each task at the desired node, the exchange of data among the network Performance Models: Development, Analysis and Evaluation 695 nodes or the migration time of agent from node to node is not predefined in advance in the practical mobile agent networks [1, 2, 7, 8, 15] . Therefore, the time associated with each timed transition is assumed to be an exponentially distributed random variable with mean 1.0/l (or with time T time ¼ 1.0/l). Furthermore, we have chosen the exponentially distributed random variable because it is suitable to model the times in the mobile agent networks compared with the other distributions presented in [18, 19] .
In Figure 6 , the number of tokens K in a place Users models the interaction of users with the mobile agent network. A token in a place node-S O models the availability of the originator node-S O . A transition T SUB models the time spent by a user to submit his request to the mobile agent network. A place Rbuf-O models the storing process of the user's request at the sending/receiving buffer of node-S O . Places Agents and Tasks model the set of slave agents and their service tasks that are available at the originator node-S O . A transition T CRT models the time spent by the master agent-M to create a set of slave agents and a set of service tasks according to the user's request. A place-transition pair Migra-O-T MG models the time spent by the master agent-M of node-S O to send the slave agents and their service tasks to the destination remote nodes. In this case, the master agent-M of node-S O will use the parallel agent communication approach to send them.
The GSPN model of Figure 7 describes the receiving, identifying, registering and servicing processes of an incoming agent-J to the remote node-S I . Also, this model describes the migration process of an agent-J with its results to the next remote node. We assume that only one agent can be identified at a time. Therefore, there is an inhibitor arc from a place Rbuf-I to a transition T ID . In Figure 7 , a token in a place Agent-J represents the existence of an incoming agent-J.
A token in a place node-S I models the presence of a particular remote node-S I on which the agent-J is received. Transition T ID is an immediate transition (zero time, fires with probability ¼ 1.0). A transition T ID models the synchronization between an incoming agent-J and the availability of a particular remote node-S I as well as the identification process of agent-J at node-S I . For instance, if an incoming agent-J requests connection to a remote node-S I , which is currently busy, then the inhibitor arc that connected with T ID would block any further operations. In other words, if a place Rbuf-I contains a token, a transition T ID cannot fire due to the inhibitor arc from a place Rbuf-I to a transition T ID . If a node-S I accepts agent-J, then the slave agent-J identifies itself on node-S I . A place Rbuf-I represents the buffering process associated with the incoming agent-J at the sending/receiving buffer of node-S I . A transition T RB represents the buffering time of an incoming agent-J on node-S I .
In Figure 7 , a place Regst-I is used to model the registration process of the incoming agent-J. A transition T RG models the time spent to complete the registration process of agent-J at node-S I . A place-transition pair Retrv-I-T RV models the time spent to retrieve the requested data from the local database of node-S I . This time is dependent on the quantity of the requested data, the size of the network linking the node processor to local database, and the latency as well as the bandwidth of the buses connecting the node processor to its local database. A place-transition pair Serv-I-T SV models the time spent to serve the requested task at node-S I . A place Migra-I models the current agent and its results when they are waiting at the sending/receiving buffer of node-S I to perform the migration process to the next remote node. Finally, a transition T MG models the migration time of agent-J with its results to the next remote node, where the next service task should be executed. This time depends on the size of message to be transferred, the start-up time for the migration, and the network load when the request for migration is made.
The GSPN model shown in Figure 8 describes the dynamic behavior of the mobile multi-agent network as depicted in Figure 5 . In this figure, we illustrate how the following dynamic behaviors can be modeled.
The behavior of the dispatcher node when it receives the user's request and creates the corresponding slave agents and their service tasks. The behavior of the remote node when it receives, identifies, retrieves the data from the local database and executes the required task of the current agent. The behavior of agents at different remote nodes when they interact using the direct (local) agent communication. The behavior of agents at different remote nodes when they interact using the indirect agent communication. The behavior of agents at different remote nodes when they interact using the parallel agent communication. The behavior of agent when it executes the required service tasks through some remote nodes. The behavior of creating new agents to help the agent that works at specific node as well as needs to collect data from (or execute some services at) other remote nodes to complete its service task.
Based on the description of GSPN submodels shown in Figures 6 and 7 , we can easily describe the places and transitions of the GSPN model shown in Figure 8 as follows. In Figure 8 , the places and transitions: p 1 , t 1 , p 2 , p 3 , t 2 , p 4 , p 5 , p 6 and t 3 represent the GSPN submodel of Figure 6 . To model the dynamic behavior of node-S X , node-S Y , node-S Z , node-S K , node-S M , node-S N or node-S R as illustrated in Figure 5 , we have used the GSPN submodel of Figure 7 . To simplify the description of Figure 8 , we have plotted a frame around each GSPN node submodel. Accordingly, in Figure 8 , the construction of Sub-S O (submodel of node-S O ) is based on Figure 6 . The construction of Sub-S X (submodel of node-S X ), Sub-S Y , Sub-S Z , Sub-S V , Sub-S W , Sub-S K , Sub-S M , Sub-S N or Sub-S R is based on the GSPN submodel of the remote node shown in Figure 7 . Also, Sub-Com models the communication of agents at node-S Z with node-S V , node-S W and node-S K . Furthermore, Sub-Results models the mechanism of collecting the results from the network nodes and sending them to the originator node-S O . By drawing these blocks around each node submodel, we try to describe how the GSPN model of Figure 8 can be constructed from Figures 4-7.
To give more simplification for understanding the GSPN model of Figure 8 , we have constructed Table 1 . Table 1 illustrates the description of the places and transitions that are the same as those of the GSPN submodel shown in Figure 7 . Based on our description shown in Table 1 , the times associated with the timed transitions of the GSPN model shown in Figure 8 are illustrated in Table 2 . Also, Table 2 illustrates the values of agent communication time (ACT), mobile agent size (MAS), hop number (HN) and mobile agent number (MAN). For the purpose of performance evaluation of the mobile agent network, we associate these parameters with the GSPN transitions shown in Figure 8 .
To explain the ACT parameter, we should note that the agent communications between the network nods occur through two steps: (i) message communications between agents on these nodes, then (ii) agent migrations between these nodes. An agent migration means an agent physically moves from one node to another, whereas message communication means an agent communicates with another agent on a different node by sending messages. Thus, by ACT we mean the time of both the message communication time and the agent migration time spent to travel the agent from node-S X to node-S Y . By MAS, we mean the data size of the mobile agent. By HN, we mean an agent-I on the originator node-S X physically migrates to the destination node-S Y across a route consists of HN hops based on the status of the network nodes. By MAN, we mean the number of mobile agents that can be created in the network to serve the users' requests.
In Figure 8 , the number of tokens in the initial place p 1 is proportional with the number of users in the network. In the following, we explain the relation between the user number (i.e. number of tokens in a place p 1 ) and the number of agents that can be created in the network to serve the users' requests. Also, we explain the mechanism of the GSPN model of Figure 8 to study the effect of the MAN on the performance of the mobile agent network. Furthermore, we explain how the GSPN model creates new agents according to the services requested by the user.
In the GSPN model of Figure 8 , a place p 1 models the interaction of user with the mobile agent network through his originator node-S O . In the initial state of the model, the number of tokens in a place p 1 illustrates the number of users in the network. A transition t 3 and its two output arcs model the concept of creating the mobile agents at the originator node-S O . One of these output arcs is connected to the destination node-S X and the other to the destination node-S V . When a place p 1 contains one token (i.e. one user in the network), firing transition t 3 means the agent manager-M at the originator node-S O creates two parallel slave agents. Through the output arcs of transition t 3 , these two agents migrate to their destination nodes to execute their first service tasks. These two agents (as explained in Section 4) execute 10 service tasks among the network nodes to serve the user's request. Furthermore, these two agents create some new agents (e.g. transport agent, searcher agent, status agent) to support the execution of the required service tasks. Accordingly, we can easily study the effect of the MAN on the performance of the mobile agent network through consideration of the number of tokens in a place p 1 (i.e. it proportional with the user number), transition t 3 Performance Models: Development, Analysis and Evaluation 697 and its output arcs, the parallel slave agents, the service tasks and the new supported agents. For instance, with two users (place p 1 in Figure 8 contains two tokens) the network creates 4 parallel agents, 20 service tasks and 6 supported agents. For 8 users (place p 1 in Figure 8 contains 8 tokens), the network creates 16 parallel agents, 80 service tasks and 24 supported agents. In Table 3 , we summarize these relations. Without loss of generality, we assume each agent can travel the same number of nodes as shown in Figure 5 . It is interesting to note that the GSPN model of Figure 8 has the flexibility to increase the agent number in the network by easily increasing the number of output arcs of transition t 3 . These new arcs should be connected to other destination nodes to give meaning for the migration of agents among the network nodes.
In the following, we give more insight on the functions of some places and transitions of the GSPN model shown in Figure 8 . The places and transitions t 14 -p 22 -t 15 -p 23 describe the creation process of the status agent-S at the originator node-S O for detecting the status (busy, free) of node-S Y . A transition t 14 models the time required to send the status A place p 31 models the following situation. Once agent-A has completed the execution of its task-A 3 at node-S Z , it needs to know whether this service is the last one in the network? If not, it should know the way of migration to the next node when the remote communication with that node is failed. If yes, it should send the results to node-S O . In these cases, agent-A may take one of the following actions.
(i) p 31 , t 23 , p 32 , t 26 : A place-transition pair p 31 -t 23 models the end of executing the last service task of agent-A at the network. A place p 32 models the process of communicating agent-A with the originator node-S O to submit the results obtained from executing Task-A 1 at node-S X , Task-A 2 at node-S Y , and Task-A 3 at node-S Z . Assume this communication process is successfully achieved. A transition t 26 models the migration time of agent-A with its results to the originator node-S O . For more explanation, this part of net models step 7 in Figure 5 .
(ii) p 31 , t 24 , p 33 , t 27 -p 42 , t 27 -p 62 : A place-transition pair p 31 -t 24 models the end of executing Task-A 3 at node-S Z . A place p 33 models the process of communicating agent-A with node-S V to execute its next service task. A transition t 27 models the ending process of this communication. Assume the direct remote communication of agent-A with node-S V has failed. In this situation, an agent-A performs the following two parallel actions.
An agent-A creates the transport agent-T to carry the results of agent-A (obtained from Task-A 3 ) to agent-B (for executing Task-B 1 ) at node-S V . A transition-place pair t 27 -p 42 models this indirect remote communication behavior. For more details, this part of net models step 9a in Figure 5 . While agent-T is in progress, agent-A migrates to node-S K to execute its next service Task-A 4 . A transition-place pair t 27 -p 62 models this behavior. For more details, this part of net models step 9b in Figure 5 . Transition t 76 models the migration time of agent-A from node-S R to node-S O . Through this migration, agent-A carries the results obtained from executing Task-A 1 at node-S X , Task-A 2 at node-S Y , Task-A 3 at node-S Z , Task-A 4 at node-S K , Task-A 5 at node-S M , Task-A 6 at node-S N and Task-A 7 at node-S R . A place p 89 models the behavior of the merge agent-G at node-S O when it receives these results.
Based on the above explanation of places p 57 , p 58 , p 59 , p 35 and p 89 , the transitions t 49 , t 50 and t 51 can be described as follows. A transition t 49 models the merge agent-G when it receives the results shown in place p 57 . A transition t 50 models the merge agent-G when it combines the results shown in places p 35 , and p 58 , and then submits them to the master agent-M at node-S O . A transition t 51 models the merge agent-G when it combines the results shown in places p 59 , and p 89 , and then submits them to the master agent-M at node-S O . A place-transition pair p 60 -t 52 models the behavior of the master agent-M when it reports the results of the requested services and submits them to the requested user.
REDUCTION MODELING METHODOLOGY
The GSPN model shown in Figure 8 describes the interactions among 10 nodes in the mobile agent network to serve the user's request. For each user request, the originator node-S O creates 2 parallel agents with 10 service tasks and 3 new supported agents (e.g. transport agent, status agent, and searcher agent). For modeling a realistic network with 10 users, (place p 1 in Figure 8 contains 10 tokens), the originator node-S O creates 20 parallel agents with hundred service tasks and 30 new supported agents. Now, the following question arises: how to facilitate the analysis of the developed model when the system incorporates many users' requests and subsequently several 10 numbers of mobile agents, or when we need to build another model incorporates several numbers of network nodes and several numbers of parallel/multiple agents. To answer this important question, we propose the following modeling methodology.
Step 1. Model the desired mobile agent network in a hierarchical manner as shown in Figure 8 . As pointed out in Section 5, the original model of Figure 8 is constructed based on the GSPN submodels shown in Figures 6 and 7 .
Step 2. Apply on the original GSPN model one or more of the available reduction methods [23, 24, 25] that are suitable for reducing the structure of this model. This application leads to reduce the problem of the state space explosion that can face the original model [20] . Throughout the application process, we should preserve the basic features and properties of the original model in the reduced model. Therefore, the analysis of the reduced net provides sufficient information for understanding the original net. In fact, our fundamental principle in managing the complexity of the original model is to reduce the size of reachable state space by PN reduction. It is important to note that there are two ways to solve the largeness (state space) problem of GSPN models: the first one is concerned with the structure reduction of the GSPN model [23, 24, 25] and the second is concerned with the structure reduction of the Markov chain obtained from the GSPN model [20, 21, 22] . Thus, the designer can choose the one that is suitable to his modeling problem. Based on this concept, from all the available methods, we have chosen one structure reduction technique [24] suitable to reduce the structure of the GSPN model of Figure 8 .
Step 3. Check whether the concurrent structure properties such as liveness, boundness and proper termination are satisfied in the reduced net. If not, keep refining the reduced net. Such structural properties are very important for the verification processes of the reduced net. In fact, a PN model is live if there is a legal firing sequence to fire each transition in the net. A PN model is bounded if for each place in the net there is an upper bound to the number of tokens that can be there simultaneously. A PN model is properly terminating if the net always terminates in a well-defined manner such that no tokens are left in the net.
As pointed out in Section 5, we have used the GSPN submodels of Figures 6 and 7 to build the hierarchical structure of the developed model shown in Figure 8 . Such hierarchical modeling methodology helps to apply the suitable hierarchical reduction method explained in [24] as follows. The basic idea of reducing the whole GSPN net depends on splitting the hierarchical nets that satisfy the liveness, boundness and proper termination properties. These properties are necessary to verify from the correctness of each net structure. Thus, from the original GSPN model of Figure 8 , we split the following two submodels: (i) submodel-I as depicted in Figure 9a and (ii) submodel-II as depicted in Figure 9b . Furthermore, we reduce the GSPN submodel-I to the place-transition pair: P submodel-1 and T submodel-1 as depicted in Figure 9c . In addition, we reduce the GSPN submodel-II to the placetransition pair: P submodel-2 and T submodel-2 as depicted in Figure 9d . Such second refinement depends on the method proposed in [24] for the GSPN/SPN models. In the second refinement, the GSPN submodel can be refined to one place and one transition while the time associated with this transition models the mean time spent in such submodel. In this refinement mechanism, the time associated with T submodel-1 or T submodel-2 concludes the dynamic behavior of submodel-I or submodel-II, respectively. In the following, we explain how to calculate the times associated with T submodel-1 and T submodel-2 .
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Step 1. Fix the parameters of the current submodel (e.g. submodel-I of Figure 9a , or submodel-II of Figure 9b ). Such parameters are the ACT, MAS, HN and MAN. Note that the number of tokens in the initial place p 1 of submodel-I or in the initial place p 63 of submodel-II represents the number of users. The relation between the number of tokens in the initial place of the model and the number of mobile agents in the network is illustrated in Table 3 .
Step 2. Use the parameters shown in Table 2 to associate the times with the transitions of the current submodel. Then, run the current submodel on the SPNP package to verify from the correctness of its GSPN structural (i.e. liveness, boundness and proper terminating properties).
Step 3. Run the current submodel on the SPNP package to generate its Markov chain and to calculate its steady state probabilities.
Step 4. Calculate the mean completion time of a token (T MCT ) in the current submodel. T MCT can be defined as the time of traveling the token from a place p 1 (in submodel-I) or a place p 63 (in submodel-II) throughout the current submodel until the token returns to this place.
where p initial is the steady state probability of being in the initial state (marking) M 0 . Initial marking represents the state that a place p 1 (in submodel-I) contains a token(s) or a place p 63 (in submodel-II) contains a token(s). T ATS is the mean time spent in the initial state M 0 . From Figure 9 and the times depicted in Table 2 , T ATS ¼ 5.0 ms in submodel-I and T ATS ¼ 3.0 ms in submodel-II.
T MCT is the time associated with T submodel-1 (for submodel-I) or T submodel-2 (for submodel-II).
Furthermore, we apply the reduction methodology presented in [23, 24] on the GSPN parts that contain subfiring sequence of series places and transitions. To perform this application, we assume that a place-transition pair P S -T S replaces the chosen part of the subfiring sequence of series places and transitions. Thus, in Figure 10 , a place-transition pair P S45 -T S35-37 represents the refinement of the subfiring sequence of series places and transitions: p 42 , p 8 , t 34 , p 43 , t 35 , p 44 , t 36 , p 45 and t 37 of the original model. In Figure 11 , a place-transition pair P S39 -T S30-33 represents the refinement of the subfiring sequence of series places and transitions: p 7 , p 8 , t 29 , p 36 , t 30 , p 37 , t 31 , p 38 , t 32 , p 39 and t 33 of the original model. In Figure 12 , a place-transition pair P S51 -T S42 represents the refinement of the subfiring sequence of series places and transitions: p 50 , p 47 , t 41 , p 51 and t 42 of the original model. By using the above-mentioned reduction steps, we calculate the times associated with transitions: T S35-37 , T S30-33 and T S42 of the refinement parts: P S45 -T S35-37 , P S39 -T S30-33 and P S51 -T S42 . Figure 13 illustrates the final reduced net of the original net shown in Figure 8 . In Figure 13 , we should remark the following places and transitions. A place-transition pair: P submodel-1 and T submodel-1 models the mean time spent in the submodel-I. A place-transition pair: P submodel-2 and T submodel-2 models the mean time spent in the submodel-II. A place-transition pair P Ã -T Ã is used to connect submodel-I with the reduced net based on the concept of the original model at transition t 3 . In other words, we refine the reduced net to become homogeneous with the original net, especially in the part that contains transition t 3 . For better understanding the places and transitions of the reduced net of Figure 13 , we use the same places and transitions explained in the original model of Figure 8 . Table 4 illustrates the times associated with the transitions of the reduced net shown in Figure 13 . To run this net, we must also insert the times associated with T submodel-1 , T submodel-2 , T S35-37 , T S30-33 and T S42 in the reduced net. It is important to note that any change in the parameters (see step 1) of the reduced net must follow with change in the parameters of submodel-I and submodel-II. For example, the calculation of the times associated with the transitions T submodel-1 and T submodel-2 depends on the number of tokens in a place p 1 (initial state) of submodel-I as well as the number of tokens in a place p 63 (initial state) of submodel-II, respectively. Obviously, the change in the number of tokens in a place p 1 or in a place p 63 depends on the change in the number of tokens in a place P Ã (initial state) of the reduced net.
Verification process of the reduced net
For verifying the correctness of the reduced net, we study both the reduced and original models under the same performance measure: the Response Time of the User's Request T RTUR .
T RTUR denotes the time from the submission of the user's request to the mobile agent network until the user receiving his service. For calculation, T RTUR ¼ T AST /p 0 , where T AST is the average sojourn time of the initial state (marking) M 0 , and p 0 is the steady state probability of being in the initial marking M 0 . By initial state, we mean the state that a place p 1 in the original net contains a token(s) or a place P Ã in the reduced net contains a token(s). From the calculation of the sojourn time, T AST ¼ 5.0 ms in the original net (see Table 2 ) and T AST ¼ 5.0 ms in the reduced net (see Table 4 ). Table 5 illustrates the results of calculating the times associated with T submodel-1 and T submodel-2 under the following parameters. We fix the agent number at 2 (in this case p 1 ¼ 1 in submodel-I, and p 63 ¼ 1 in submodel-II according to Table 3 ), the MAS at 10 kbit, the HN at 35 hops, but change the ACT from 20 to 120 msec. Under the same parameters, Table 6 illustrates the results obtained from the calculation of T RTUR for the reduced net of Figure 13 and the original net of Figure 8 . It is interesting to note that the change in the T RTUR of the reduced net depends on the change in the times associated with transitions T submodel-1 and T submodel-2 as depicted in Table 5 .
As shown in Figures 8 and 13 , the reduction technique has reduced the number of places from 89 to 23 and the number of transitions from 76 to 22. The percentage reduction in the places reaches to 74% and in the transitions reaches to 71%. As shown in Table 6 , the range of error percentage between both models is 8-4%. This percentage of error verifies the correctness of the developed reduction methodology. From Table 5 , we can remark that the number of states in submodel-I is 18, submodel-II is 44, reduced model is 37, and original model is 665 when the agent number is 2. Thus, the percentage of reduction in the states of the original model compared with those of the reduced model is 94.44%. These percentages of reductions in the places, transitions, states and errors illustrate the efficiency of the proposed reduction methodology. In other words, these reduction percentages encourage us to use the reduced net in our performance analysis of the mobile agent network. Since the increase in the number of agents increases the number of states of the GSPN performance model, we will use the reduced net in case of all parameters of the model are fixed except the parameter of the agent number is variable (according to Table 3 ). 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The most practical parameters that can effect on the performance of the mobile multi-agent network are the ACT, the MAS, the MAN and the HN. In our analysis, we use the response time of the user's request T RTUR as a performance measure to study the effect of these parameters on the performance of the mobile agent network. As pointed out in Section 6.1, T RTUR denotes the time from the submission of the user's request to the mobile agent network until the user receiving his service. For calculation, T RTUR ¼ T AST /p 0 , where T AST is the average sojourn time of the initial state (marking) M 0 , and p 0 is the steady state probability of being in the initial marking M 0 .
By initial state M 0 , we mean the state that a place p 1 in the original net contains a token(s) or a place P Ã in the reduced net contains a token(s). Note that the number of tokens in the initial place p 1 (place P Ã ) of the GSPN model of Figure 8 (Figure 13 ) represents the number of users in the network. The relation among the number of users, the number of tokens in the initial place of the model and the number of mobile agents in the network is illustrated in Table 3 .
By entering the developed GSPN model to the SPNP package, the steady state probabilities can be obtained, as we have explained in Section 1.3.3. By changing one of the parameters ACT, MAS, MAN and HN, we can calculate the 
Effect of HN on the network performance
To study the effect of this metric deeply, we change the parameters of the GSPN model shown in Figure 8 according to the following experiments. In the first experiment, we fix the MAS at 4 kbit, the ACT at 10 ms, the agent number at 2, but change the HN from 5 to 60 hops. In the second experiment, we fix the MAS at 8 kbit, the ACT at 20 ms, the agent number at 2, but change the HN from 5 to 60 hops. In the third experiment, we fix the MAS at 12 kbit, the ACT at 30 ms, the agent number at 2, but change the HN from 5 to 60 hops. Under these experiments, Figure 14 shows the effect of HN on the network performance T RTUR . Although each experiment has its specific parameters, the request response time goes very high when the number of hops is 60. When the HN reaches to 40 hops, the response time can be reduced to 27%. Furthermore, this reduction reaches to 78% when the number of hops is 15. This behavior means that when the route of the mobile agent from the originator node to the destination node can be achieved through a less number of hops, the ACTs among the network nodes until reaching the destination node will be small. Subsequently, this behavior leads to reduce the response time. On the other hand, the response time grows as the number of hops increases (i.e. multiple hops that can be needed in the mobile agent routing).
Effect of ACT on the network performance
To study the effect of this metric deeply, we change the parameters of the GSPN model shown in Figure 8 according to the following experiments. In the first experiment, we fix the MAS at 12 kbit, the HN at 25 hops, the agent number at 2, but change the ACT between nodes from 20 to 140 msec. In the second experiment, we fix the MAS at 8 kbit, the HN at 40 hops, the agent number at 2, but change the ACT between nodes from 20 to 140 msec. In the third experiment, we fix the MAS at 8 kbit, the HN at 45 hops, the agent number at 2, but change the ACT between nodes from 20 to 140 msec.
Under these experiments, Figure 15 shows the effect of the ACT on the network performance T RTUR . Although each experiment has its specific parameters, the request response time increases as the ACT among the network nodes increases. This behavior is due to the parameter of the ACT, which incorporates the time of both the message communication time and the agent migration time spent to travel the agent from node to node. In other words, the ACT incorporates the successful/unsuccessful message communication time, the time spent to change the way of agent communication mechanism (direct, indirect, parallel or remote agent communication) according to the status of the network nodes, as well as the agent migration time from node to node.
From Figure 15 , we observe that the response time in an experiment-3 (8 kbit, 45 hops and 2 agents) is higher than the response time in an experiment-2 (8 kbit, 40 hops, and 2 agents). Although both experiments use the same MAS (8 kbit), the number of hops in an experiment-3 is higher than that of experiment-2. Thus, the effect of the HN through the route of agent leads to such behavior.
Effect of MAS on the network performance
To study the effect of this metric deeply, we change the parameters of the GSPN model shown in Figure 8 according to the following experiments. In the first experiment, we fix the ACT at 60 ms, the agent number at 2, the HN at 30 hops but change the MAS from 2 to 14 kbit. In the second experiment, we fix the ACT at 90 mc, the agent number at 2, the HN at 45 hops but change the MAS from 2 to 14 kbit. In the third experiment, we fix the ACT at 120 ms, the agent number at 2, the HN at 60 hops but change the MAS from 2 to 14 kbit.
Under these experiments, Figure 16 shows the effect of the MAS on the network performance T RTUR . Although each experiment has its specific parameters, the response time of the user's request grows as the MAS increases. This behavior is due to the increase in the MAS leads to increase the data that can be transferred throughout the network nodes. Subsequently, the response time will be increased. From our study to the curves shown in Figure 16 , we can observe the following interesting result. At each MAS, the increase in both ACT and the number of hops leads to increase the response time in the network.
Effect of MAN on the network performance
To study the effect of this metric, we can use the exact model of Figure 8 or the reduced model of Figure 13 . As pointed out in Section 6.1, the range of error percentage between both models is 8-4%. Therefore, in this performance study, we use the reduced model of Figure 13 with its transition times shown in Table 4 as well as the data shown in Table 7 . In Table 7 , the number of users represents the number of tokens in a place P Ã of Figure 13 , in a place p 1 of submodel-I shown in Figure 9a , or in a place p 63 of submodel-II shown in Figure 9b . Also, Table 7 illustrates the relation between the number of users and the number of agents that can be travel among the network nodes. To perform this performance study, we fix the ACT at 100 ms, the MAS at 12 kbit, the HN at 25 hops, but change the MAN according to Table 7 . Then, we calculate (as explained in Section 6) the times associated with T submodel-1 and T submodel-2 of the reduced net as shown in Table 7 . By inserting these times in the reduced model of Figure 13 , using the times depicted in Table 4 , and changing the number of tokens in a place P Ã of Figure 13 (as shown in Table 7 ), we obtain the results shown in Figure 17 .
As shown in Figure 17 , the response time decreases as the number of mobile agents increases and reaches the lowest when there are 10 agents, 50 services tasks and 15 new supported Figure 13 , the original net of Figure 8 Performance Models: Development, Analysis and Evaluation 707 agents (e.g. transport agent, searcher agent, status agent) in the network. This behavior means that the increase in the number of mobile agents leads to reduce the number of nodes that can be traveled by each agent. Subsequently, the response time will reduce. In fact, this metric is very important to determine the appropriate number of agents for a given problem.
CONCLUSION
Mobile agents are being advertised as the next generation of computing. For better understanding how to build real-world distributed computing environment using the mobile agent paradigm, we have developed GSPN modeling framework for describing the mechanism of designing, analyzing and evaluating the architecture of mobile multi-agent networks. The developed model is capable of correctly describing the interaction among the parallel/multiple agents that can work at different remote nodes, the migration of agents from node to node, the creation process of new agents during migration, the execution of agent and its service task at each node to perform some processing on behalf of the user's request. In order to model the interaction of nodes, overall the network, in a realistic way, the developed model describes the behavior of agents when they use the most important types of agent communications that can occur in the real mobile multiple-agent network. Such communications are the direct, indirect, remote and parallel agent communications. We can easily incorporate any other type of agent communications in the developed model. To model such complicated agent behaviors in an easy and accurate way, we have used the modular technique. Thus, we have built the GSPN performance model based on two submodels: (i) the first submodel describes the dynamic behavior of the originator node when it receives the user's request and (ii) the second submodel describes the dynamic behavior of the remote node when it receives an agent and its service task. In order to model, a realistic mobile agent network incorporates a large number of network nodes, a large number of users and a large number of parallel/multiple agents; we have proposed a reduction modeling methodology. Such methodology reduces the original model to a simpler one while preserving the basic features and properties of the original model. Finally, we have developed four performance studies to evaluate the effect of different parameters such as ACT, MAS, number of agents and HN on the performance of mobile agent networks.
From this research work, the main advantages of using the PN theory (especially the GSPN technique) to model the mobile agent networks compared with simulation technique or queuing network technique are the following: (i) Easy to develop separate submodels to construct the whole model. (ii) Easy to modify one submodel without having to change the other submodels (for example, see submodels of nodes V and W in Figure 8 compared with the original submodel node shown in Figure 7 ). (iii) Flexibility to use the node submodels of Figures 6 and 7 to increase the number of nodes in the network (more than 10 nodes). (iv) Flexibility to use the node submodels of Figures 6 and 7 to modify the dynamic behavior of the mobile agent network. For example, add new type of agent communication or change the way of handling the agent at the desired node. (v) Flexibility to change the parameters associated with the transitions of the model shown in Figure 8 to perform other performance studies for the mobile agent networks. For example, study the effect of node speed on the network performance. Figure 9a and the submodel-II of Figure 9b according to the change in the number of agents. It is important to note that the proposed PN framework is applicable for the process of designing new mobile agent network and studying its behaviors. The explanation shown in Figures 1 and 4 and in Section 2 illustrates the mechanism of performing such process. Also, the proposed PN framework is applicable for the process of designing mobile agent application and studying its correctness. The explanation shown in Figure 5 and Section 4 illustrates the mechanism of performing such process.
